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We derive an a priori estimate for a finite difference scheme for a second order 
hyperbolic equation with variable coefficients. The equation is allowed to 
degenerate to a parabolic equation on the x-axis, The mesh region consists of 
points of intersection of the characteristic curves drawn from points on the x-axis. 
Uniqueness and existence of the solution to the discrete version of the Darboux 
(Goursat) problem and convergence of the numerical solution to the exact solution 
follow directly from this estimate. :c 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
We consider the differential equation 
Lu=4Y)%.x +u, +4x, Y)U, +e, Yb, +a, y)u=f(x, Y), (1) 
where k(y) < 0 for y < 0. The case k(0) = 0 is allowed. Equation (1) has 
two characteristics at every point below the x-axis. The equations of the 
characteristics are 
(2) 
(3) 
We call them y + and y _ characteristics. Let AB be a segment of the x-axis; 
without loss of generality we choose AB to be the unit interval [0, 11. We 
draw the characteristic curves y” from A and r”, from B. These charac- 
teristics intersect at the point C. Let Q be the simply connected region 
bounded by AB,,y! , and r”, . LetSZ=QudQ, whereaQ=ABuyA uyB,. 
* The author thanks M. H. Protter for several valuable discussions during the preparation 
of this paper. 
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Darboux Problem’. Find u = u(x, y) E C*(Q) n C(a) such that 
Lu= f(& Y) in Q 
4rn”BC = 0. 
It is no loss of generality to have homogeneous boundary conditions since 
non-homogeneous conditions can be reduced to homogeneous ones for 
linear equations. Protter [7] has shown the existence of a solution of the 
Darboux problem for the case a = b = c = 0 by approximating the function 
k(y) with a step function. The Darboux problem can be thought of 
as a limiting case of the Tricomi problem, which consists of finding a 
solution of Eq. (1 )-where k(y) > 0 for y > 0 and k(y) < 0 for y < @-in a 
domain bounded by the characteristics AC and BC and a non-self- 
intersecting curve r connecting A to B in the upper-half plane with known 
boundary conditions on r n BC. Agmon, Nirenberg, and Protter [l] have 
established a maximum principle for the Darboux and Tricomi problems 
for a certain class of solutions of Eq. (1). The conditions on the coefficients 
k, a, b, and c under which the maximum principle holds are fairly 
complicated. But in the case of a = b = c = 0, these conditions reduce to 
k’(y) 80 and (k’/k) + (k’/2)* < 0 in the hyperbolic part of the domain, 
namely the part in which y < 0. Uniqueness of a solution is an immediate 
consequence of the maximum principle. Ogawa [IS, 63 used a finite 
difference operator approximating L to prove a discrete version of the 
Agmon-Nirenberg-Protter maximum principle under conditions similar to 
those given by the latter authors. Let W:(Q) denote a Sobolev space. 
Nahusev [3,4] has obtained an a priori estimate for the operator L for the 
class of functions which lie in W(Q) = C(o) n C’(Q) n W:(Q) n W~(cX2) 
and for which LUE L2(sZ) with boundary conditions uIABUBC =0 or 
UylAB =o, UIBC = 0. Meredov [2] has generalized Nahusev’s results to the 
system of equations where k is a diagonal matrix and a, b, and c are m x m 
matrices with a and c being symmetric. The conditions imposed on these 
matrices are a generalized version of those assumed by Nahusev. The latter 
conditions are much simpler and thus more general than those under which 
the Agmon-Nirenberg-Protter maximum principle holds. The conditions 
on the coefficients a, b, and c under which our a priori estimate for the 
finite difference operator approximating L holds resemble those of Nahusev 
[3]. For further study of equations of mixed type, the interested reader is 
referred to [S]. 
To formulate a discrete version of the Darboux problem we define a 
mesh region ah and a difference operator L,, as follows. Divide AB into N 
parts of equal length, h = l/N. Let xk = kh, k = 0, 1, . . . . N. Draw y + and y ~ 
’ Also known as the Goursat problem. 
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characteristics from each point xk, k = 1, . . . . N- 1. The equations of these 
characteristics are x-xk = -t(y) where y(y)=J{ [-k(~)]“‘&. The y- 
characteristic issuing from xk intersects only y + characteristics i suing from 
points to the right of xk, i.e., x~+~, n = 1,2, . . . . N-k. The coordinates of 
the points of intersection are the solutions of the equations x - xk = -y(y) 
and X-xk+,, = + y(y). Adding both sides we get x = kh + nh/2 and 
subtracting both sides we get y(y) = - nh/2 for the y-coordinate. Let - y, 
be the solution to this equation. Note that y, depends only on n, h being 
fixed throughout. We label such a point by (k, n). We define a,, z {(k, n): 
k = 0, 1, . . . . N, n = 0, 1, . . . . N-k}, 8, = {(k,n): n fixed, k=O, 1, . . . . N-n), 
n = 0, 1, . ..) N, and 52, EQ~ - {&, 1,). 8, is the nth row of ah and 52, is 
obtained by deleting the top two rows of 0,. Let ;1, = y, - y, _, . 
PROPOSITION 1. Let k(y) he at 
k’(y)/Jm is bounded then 
least once differentiable. Zf 
4-y,-,)= -& + O(h). 
n n-l 
(4) 
Zf k(y) = 0( 1 yl’) near y = 0 for some r > 0, then within a strip of width of 
order of magnitude h we have 
h2 
kc-ye,)= -4A,i,-, -+ O(h2’/‘+2) (5) 
and outside this strip (4) holds. 
Prooj Since -nh/2 = y( - y,) =l;Yfl [-k(t)]‘/* dr we have -h/2 = 
Lx;;;, C-k(5)11’2& BY th e mean value theorem for integrals there 
‘lo E CYn-1, YJ such that h/2 = A,, ,,/a. Similarly 
h/2=1,-, J-kc-yII., f or some ~~ E [ynP2, y,-,]. It follows that 
k( -vO) k( - v,) = h2/4A,A, ~ 1. On the other hand, by the mean value 
theorem 
k(-y,~,)=k(-ulo)-k’(-5o)(Y,-, -YIO)> co E CYn-13 rlol 
and 
k(-y,~,)=k(-?,)+k’(-~,)(?, - yn-,), 51 E C?11 Y,-,I. 
But 
/Y,-,-~oI~IY,-YY,~,l=~~,= 
1 
L/=Fah 
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IYn-1 -yI1l G IYn-1 -Y,-*I =4--l = 
1 
2.1=mh. 
Thus k(-yn-r)=k(-qo ) + O(h) and k( - y,) = k( -sr) + O(h), where the 
coefficient of O(h) is of magnitude k’( - r)/,r-ko, < E [yneZ, y,]. It 
follows that k(-y,-,)= -,/k(-yl,)k(-ql)+O(h) = -h*/41,1,-, + 
O(h). Next we assume that k(y) = - ) yl’ g(y), r > 0, where g(y) 3 E > 0. 
For the sake of simplicity we consider g(y) to be constant near y = 0 and 
write k(y) = --E 1~1’. It is easily computed that I, = y, - y, = y, = 
clh2’(‘+‘) and A2 = y2 - y, = c2h2’(‘+*). Therefore 
= c3hr+*, 
where c;, i= 1, 2, 3, are constants. Thus (5) holds. 
Note that if r > 2 then (4) holds everywhere. If 0 < r < 2, the widths of 
the strip in which (4) does not hold goes to zero as h approaches zero. 
To define a difference operator consistent with the differential equation 
(l), we first construct an approximate expression for the principal part of 
the differential operator L, i.e., for Lpu = k(y)u,, + uY,,. Consider the 
curvilinear parallelogram on Q, whose vertices are the points (k, n), 
(k+ 1, n- l), (k+ 1, n -2), and (k, n - 1). The lines connecting (k, n) to 
(k+l,n-2) and (k,n-1) to (k+l,n-1) are parallel to they-axis and 
x-axis, respectively. Let (k, n)* denote the point of intersection of these 
lines. We have x (k,n)* =kh+nh/2 and y(k,n)* = -y,-,. Let {uk,n} be a 
discrete function and let U& denote its values at (k, n)*. Applying the 
standard forward and backward difference operators in the directions of x 
and y to uz,,, we obtain 
D+xDpxut,, =Uk+l,n-l -2Uk*,n +Uk>n-l 
h2/4 
D, vD-yu;T, = 
2 Uk+l,np2 -u:,n #k,n , * -Ukn - 
An-l +A, 2 n-l 1 42 . 
Approximating k( - y,- 1) by - h*/4&,;1, _ I as indicated by (4), we obtain 
the following approximation for Lpu,& : 
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-2Uk*,,n -Uk+I,n-l -IlkpI +2&?,, 1 . 
We note the important fact that u& has been cancelled in the above 
expression. Finally we approximate u, and uY at (k, n)* with the centered 
difference operators to obtain 
D;u;,, = Uk+I,n-l -Uk,npl D;,u,*, = ‘k+L-2 - %n 
h ’ ’ I.,+&-, . 
The last two expressions, like the one preceding them, do not involve u+&. 
Then a difference operator approximating L at (n, k) E Sz,, is 
LhUk,n = 
1 
1 n-, +A, An-, +/2nUk+13H-2 [ 
2E., 
2i n-1 
n-, +~nUk.n-Uk+l;nd -Uk,n-l 
1 
+ ak,n k+l,n-1 -Uk,n-I 1 
1 
+ bkxn 1, + A,_ 1 CU k+l,n-2 - Uk,nl + Ck,nUk,n, 
where ak,nr bk,“, and ck,n are the values of the coefftcients a, b, and c of L 
at the point (k, n). We define the following difference operators on Q,: 
Dsu k,n = Uk+l,n-l -Uk,n Uk,n- I - Uk,n 3 
‘Tl 
2 D&n = A, 3 
(6) 
Dxu k,n = uk + I,n - Uk,n h ’ 
DYUk,n = ‘k+L-2 - ‘k,y 
4 +L, 
Using the above difference operators, we can write L, in a more compact 
form 
1 
LhUk,n = 
4l +A?+1 
Psu k,n-l -DPk,n +D,Uk+l,n--1 -DrUk,n) 
+ aknDx%,n- I + bk,nDpUk,n + Ck,n%,n. (7) 
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The above construction implies the consistency of the difference operator 
Lh with the differential operator L. We state this result in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let u = u(x, y) E C3(s2). Then 
l-b,” - Lwc,n I = WI> (k n) E Q/l (8) 
if k(O) # 0, where Uk,n = U(x(k,n)r Y&n)) and LUk,n = LU(Xk,ny y(k,n)). If 
~(Y)=~(lYl')f or some r > 0 near y = 0, then relation (8) holds outside a 
strip of width of order of magnitude h. Inside the strip U(h) should be 
replaced by O(h’/” + *‘). 
ProoJ: By the standard method of Taylor series expansion we can easily 
show that 
1 L”(x(k,,,* 5 y(k,n)*) - L/,Uk,n 1 = 0th + A,). 
By the mean value theorem we have 
U(X(k,n)*? Y(k,n)‘) = U(X,k,n), Y(k,n) +&I) 
for some 0 < t < ;I,. Thus 
=U k.n + l%U,(X,k,,)> Y(k,n) + 5) 
lLu(x-(,,I)*, .y(k,n)*) - LUk,,t/ = o(n,). 
Then it follows that 
lLUk,n - Lht&) = O(h + iv,), 
In the proof of Proposition 1 we showed that A,, = (l/2 dxj)h for 
some y0 E [y,- i, v,]. Thus A, = O(h) if k(0) #O and relation (8) follows. 
If k(y) = - Iv/’ g(v) with g(v) 3 Ed > 0, then inside a strip whose width is 
of order of magnitude h we have A,, = O(/Z*~(~+*)) and outside the strip 
A,, = O(h). 
Remark. Since the width of the strip in which the order of 
tLuk,. - L,,u~,~ 1 is possibly less than h is itself of order of h and thus 
approaches zero as h -+ 0, we can assume when discussing the question of 
convergence that relation (8) holds globally in all cases. 
Discrete Darboux Problem. Find a discrete function { ZL~,,~) on Qi, such 
that 
Lh Uk,n = fk,n (k, n) E 0, 
Uk.n DuBC- -0 > 
where+fk,n =f(x(k,nb Y(k,n)b 
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Let {Ek,n} be the discrete function on B,, defined by 
Ek,,, = (1 + /u?)*‘~ +n;2), (9) 
where p is a constant. Let (u~,~ be a discrete function on ah. The discrete 
operator Li is defined as 
2ph +1, +i,-, (DrUk+ I,*- 1 -Dsvk,n)+ak,nDxvk,n~l 
where 
and 
hi,,, = (1 + @km CL, = (1 + dh,n 
(10) 
h* 
At,, = (2 + @I wk,n - 4~~ -4A,i”,_l’ 
A straightforward computation shows that if the discrete functions {u~,~} 
and {u~,~} are related by 
Uk,n = Ek,n vk,m (11) 
then 
(12) 
To establish an a priori estimate for L,, we prove five lemmas which 
represent identities, the first of which is the most important and contains 
the central idea of how to get the estimate. In the discussion below we 
adopt the convention that negative indices mean points outside the mesh 
region a, and that a discrete function, say {d,,,}, defined on fi,, takes on 
value zero at these points, e.g., (- 1, n) means the points on y _ charac- 
teristics drawn from the point A, on the x-axis, xA, =xA -h, whose 
y-coordinate is - y, and d_,,, = 0. Thus we can write D,d-,,, = 
(4, -d-l,oYh=d~,,lh and DL,,, = (4,,-l -d-,,,)l~, =do,,-llL etc. 
Let 
A = { [“k,,l :tdk,,J =u~,~-~ =O, k=O, 1, . . . . N} 
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A is the space of discrete functions defined on 6, which vanish on the mesh 
points that lie on AB u BC. 
In all the five lemmas below we assume that {u~,~} E A and {c&~} is a 
discrete function defined on Qk. 
LEMMA 1. The following equality holds: 
Chdk,,-1Drvk,n--(Dsvk,n--l -DsVk,n +D,vk++-l -Drvic,n) 
al 
=c ~;W,dk- d(&Vk,n)2 - (b&,n)(D,vk,,)21 Qh 
Proof. hD,v,,, _ 1 can be written in two different ways: 
hDxv,,n -1 = UDsv/c,n - Drvk,nl 
hDxv,v-, =L,CD,v+, -Drvk+l,np,l. 
The left side of (13), referred to as 1, can be rewritten as 
I= 1 dk,n- ,MDt~k,n)* - (&~~,,)*I 
Oh 
+Cdk,n--l~n--[(DsVk,n--1)2-(Drvk+,,n-1)21 
Qh 
(13) 
(14) 
by definition. We sum up the M,,. terms along y + characteristics tarting 
from mesh points on yk, i.e., points { (0, n): n = 2, 3, . . . . N). We couple the 
second term of M,,, at (k, n), namely -jln--ldk,n-I(Drvk+L,n--1)2, with the 
first term of M,,, at (k + 1, n - l), which is the next point to the right 
of (k, n) on the y+ characteristic originating from (0, n), namely 
1 n+ Id/c+ l,n-#‘tvk++ II23 to get 
in--l(dk+l,n-2 -dk,n--)(DrVk+l,n-1)* 
=~~~1(Dsdk,n--1)(DI~k+l,n--1)~. 
At points { (0, n): n = 2, 3, . . . . N} the first term does not couple with any- 
thing and we are left with ,lnd0,n~l(Drv0,n)2. Similarly at points {(k, 2): 
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k = 0, 1, . . . . N- 2) = R,, the second term does not couple with anything 
and we are left with -1,dk,,(Dr~k+,,1)2. Thus we have 
c Mk,n = 1 %@%dk- ~,n)(D,~k,n)~ 
ml m 
N-I 
- 1 Wk-l,,(D,~k,l)2. 
k=l 
(15) 
In the last equality we have used the convention stated above by writing 
&do,,-, = i;D,d- ,,“. In a similar way we sum up Nk,” terms along y _ 
characteristics tarting from mesh points on JJ”, , i.e., points ((k, N-k): 
k = 0, 1, . . . . N-2}. Note that the next point to the left of (k, n) on this type 
of characteristic is (k, n - 1). Moving to the left along y _ characteristics we 
couple the first term of Nk+ at (k, n) with the second term at (k, n - 1) to 
get 
L,(dk,,-, -d/q-d(Ds%,n-d* 
= -~~-l(D,dk,n-,)(Ds”k,n~,)*. 
At the mesh points in 52, where y ~ characteristics end, namely at the mesh 
points on R, = {(k, 2): k = 0, 1, . . . . N-2}, the first term of Nk,n does not 
couple with anything and we are left with terms dk,1;11(Dsuk,i)2, k= 
0, 1, . ..) N - 2. At the mesh points on y “, , i.e., points ((k, N-k): k = 0, 
1 9 . . . . N - 2) the second term of Nk,, is zero since { u~,~} E d, by assumption. 
Thus we can multiply Dsuk,+ k = 0 by any number and add it to any 
summation. We obtain 
N-2 
c Nk,n =I -~,(D,dk,,)(D,ok,,)*+ c d/c,d,(D$‘k,,)*. 
al Qh k=O 
(16) 
Since {Uk,n}lm =0 we have Dsvk,l = -vk,i/EU1 and Dtuk,l = -vk,,/;l,; 
therefore 
N -- 2 N-l 
c dk,,&(&‘k,,)*- ,c, hdk-,,,(DtVk,d2 
k=O 
=do,,++r?, Nf2(dk,l -dk-l,l) 
I k=l 
(17) 
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where in the last equality we have used the convention D,d- 1, 1 = d,,/h 
and the fact that uNpl,l =O, since (N-l, ~)EBC=Y: and {u~,~}(~~=O. 
Now (13) follows from (14) through (17). 
LEMMA 2, The following identity holds: 
(18) 
Proof: We denote the left hand side of (18) by J. We have .I= J, +J2 
where 
J2 sx -2hd,,,-, Dxv,c,n--l Dsv,c,n. 
f& 
For J, we have 
2hdk,.-lD,vk,,-,D,uk+,,.~1 
+L C2” 
k+l,n-lUk+l,n-2 -2vk,n~1Vk+1,n-2 
n 1 
+2Uk,n-luk+l,ne, -2d+,,,d 
by definition. We rewrite J:, J:, and J: : 
J: = -~~--1(Dluk+l,n~1)‘+~:+1,n~1 +d++z
J: =~~-,(Dsuk,n--1)2-V~,,~1 +d+,,n-2 
J: = -hZ(D,uk,.-1)2+~:,n-I +u:+~,~-~. 
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It follows that 
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J, = -C hzr dkJ- l (DrVk,“- ,)2 
Qh n-l 
Similarly for J2 we can write 
=*12v+,-,v*,*,n-, - 2Vk,n - I Vk,n 
n 
+2v k+l,n-lvk,n -x+1.,-,I 
&n--l ~-I-[J:+J:+J:-~v~+,,,~,], 
2” 
by definition. Rewriting Ji, Ji, J:, we get 
J: = -h*(D,~k,.-,)*+v~,.-~ +?t+l,n-1 
J: = ~:(Dt~,n)~ - vi,,-, - v:,n 
J:= -A:~(D,Vk,n)2+v~+,,n-I +V;,,. 
It follows that 
Jz = -xh* 
Qh 
+ (DxVk,n- ,)2 
n 
+I kdk,n- d(DtG,n)2 - (DsVk,.)21. 
% 
Hence. 
t-1 dk,n--[in-,(DsVk,n- ,)2-k(DsVk,n)21. 
Qh 
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The last two sums of the above identity are exactly what we called 
Cn,, Mk,n and &, Nk,n > respectively, in the proof of Lemma 1. Therefore 
the last two sums above are equal to the right hand side of (13) of 
Lemma 1, and (18) follows immediately. 
LEMMA 3. The following identity holds: 
c 2h(k +&-I) ‘&,n-, D.xVk,n-1 DyVk,n Ql 
= 1 A;&,, + dk,n ~ 1 )(DsVk,n)2 
Qh 
-I&$&,~-I +dk-,,n)(Drv/d2 
Qh 
+Ch(Dxdk-,,,b:,,. (19) 
RI 
Proof. We denote the left hand side of (19) by H. We can write 
2Wn + in- I) ‘&,,- 1 DxUk,n-, D.vuk,n 
=dk,n-,[2V k+l,n~1vk+l,n~2-2vk+l,n~1Vk,n 
-2vk,n-,Vkfl,n-2 +2Vk,n-Ivk,nl 
=&,,-1[Hl +ffz +H, +H,l, 
by definition. We rewrite Hi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4: 
HI = -~~-1(DtVk+l,n~1)2+U~+l,n-l +V:+,,,-, 
HI = ~;(D,hc,,)2 - u:+ ~,n-, - v:,,, 
H, =IZ~-1(DsVk,n--1)2-V~,,~I -V:+I,A 
Hc, = -~:(D,v,,,)* + v:,,- 1 + 0i.n. 
Adding H, + H2 + H3 + H, we see that the terms utj cancel and we get 
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by definition. We sum up P,?, terms along y _ characteristics tarting from 
points on y”+ . We combine the second term of Pk,, with the first term of 
P k.n-1 to get Ai- l(&~k,n- 1 )’ ( dk,, _, + 4, _ 2). The first terms of Pk,, at 
the starting points on y “, are zero since { vL,” > 1 BC = 0, by assumption. The 
second terms of Pk., at the end points on R, do not couple with anything. 
Therefore 
N-2 
c pk,n = 
Qh 
;i;(& +dk,n-1)(DsUk,,)2+ c L:dk,1(DsUk,L)2~ 
k=O 
Similarly we sum up Qk,n terms along y + characteristics tarting from 
points on y”_ . Adding the second term of Qk,n to the first term of Qk+ I,n- I 
we get &Y-I(DrOk+l,n--I)2 (dk,nMI +dk+l,n-Z). The second terms of Qk,” at 
the end points of y + characteristics in Qh, i.e., points on &, do not couple 
with anything. Thus 
k=l 
where in the first summation on the right for the mesh points on y’? we 
have used the convention that d-,,, = 0. Since { Uk,n > (z = 0, we can write 
N-2 N-1 
c +h,#s%,d2- 1 +k-&+k,d2 
k=O k=l 
N-2 
=do,,& + 1 (dk.1 -d/c-&:,, -dN-2,&--1,1 
k=I 
where we have used the convention hD, d-,,, = do,, and the fact that 
u ,,- ,., = 0. Equality (19) follows immediately from the last four equalities. 
LEMMA 4. The following equality holds: 
12h(k +IZn-1)dk,n-,(DxUk,n--)uk.n 
Ri, 
=g (1, +&,)A,2 ‘&,n-~[(Druk,n)~- (D,~,,)23 
- 1 42, +~,+1)(Dxdk--l,n)u2k,n. 
Q/x ua 
(20) 
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Proof We rewrite the terms on the left side of (20) as 
= d/v- 4~C(D,v,,J2 - (D,vd21 
+hD,(dk,.-lo:,.-,)-h(D,dk,.-l)v~+l,,-l. (21) 
It is easily checked that 
Note that Q, = lJr= 2 R, and on R,, we have 
Since points (N-n, n) lie on y”, and (v~,~)(~; =0 by assumption. 
Therefore 
= - 2 44 +~n-,)D,(d-l,,-l)v~,,-l 
k=2 
-~W, +~n-,)(Dxdk,n--)vV++l,n-- 
Qh 
= - c MA, +~,+,)(D,dk-,,,)V:,,. c2*uR1 (22) 
Equality (20) follows from the last equality and (21). 
LEMMA 5. The following equality holds: 
461 
(23) 
Equality (23) follows from the last equality and from (22). 
For {dk,,,) we choose the discrete function 
dk,n ~(l+mxh)~= 2X(W tl + xh)2(k+n/2), (24) 
where 0: > 0 is a constant to be determined properly. Then 
We also define the following discrete functions on Q,: 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
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And finally we define 1~~) on R, : 
Yk = 2a(2,+zh) (1 +ph)d,-,,, +D,(d,4,,b;-,,,) * 
*1 I 
Now if we multiply both sides of (10) by 2h(i, + A,,- 1) dk,“- 1 Dx~k,n- 1, 
sum up over Qh and apply Lemma 1 through 5 with (d,,, _ 1 b;,,), 
&.- 1 c&J, and (dk,n-lA&) replacing dk,n- 1 in Lemmas 3, 4, and 5, 
respectively, and using identities (25), we get 
Let (cB~,~} be a discrete positive function on a,, and E > 0 a constant; 
then by Cauchy’s inequality 
12h(& +A,-,) dk,n--l &Vk,n--1L+k,n 
ah 
GCh(k +3L,-l)dk,ll-1(&Wk,n)(Dxvk,n--1)* 
Gh 
It follows that 
x fik,n(Dxuk,n-11)2 + c h?k’i,, 
I1 
(29) 
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where 
P/c,,, = f’;,, - &Ok,n dk,n - I. (30) 
We now discuss the conditions on the coefficients of Eq. (1) under which 
we can make s~,~, tk,n, etc., positive. In all the cases discussed below we 
assume that k(y) and b(x, y) are continuous in D and that a(x, u) and 
c(x, y) together with their first derivatives with respect to x are also 
continuous in 6. 
We choose the constants CI > 0 and p < 0 independently of the mesh size 
h and large enough (in absolute value) so that they satisfy certain 
inequalities. Then we make h small enough so that I$j < f and cth < 1. 
These inequalities are equivalent to 
+<1+$2<1 
1<1+cA<2. 
(31) 
We use inequalities (31) frequently to determine how large CI and 1~1 
should be. 
Case I. k(0) # 0. Then I/z(v)1 > 0 in Q for some 8 > 0. In the proof of 
Proposition 1 we showed that h/2&, = dm. Thus 1,/h < I/@ for 
all n. Substituting for dk,n/dk,k,n--l, bz,,, and c;,” in the expression (26) for 
s~,~ we obtain 
s k,,, =(l+ph) 2~+$((l+.hh,n+l 
+ bk,n -(in +k-l)Ck,n) d/c+,. 
I 
(32) 
Let h < 2 3. Then n,, < 1 for all n. Now Sk,” > 0 if we choose 
a>(3 Iblm +2 lcM44~. A comparison of expression (27) for tk,, with 
(26) shows that t,,, > 0 also, if c( satisfies the last inequality. Substituting 
for Ai,, in the expression for /IL,, we get 
@+@I+ C2+24+W)*luk,n 
Because of inequalities (3 1) and h*/1,1, _ i > 48, Pi,, is positive if 
1~1 > 13 Ial =/248. Next by choosing We,” = 1 and E small enough we have 
bk,n =&c,n -EWk,. dk,n+l >O. From (28) we have 
-Clk+I,npl =D.~(dk,,-,C~,,)+D,(dk,,~,A~,,). 
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Using the product rule for D,, 
Dx(4,nck.n) = 4, Dxck,n + ck+ l,n Dxdk,n, 
and substituting for ci,,, A:,,, and D,d,,,+, = (2 + ah) ad,,,- 1, we obtain 
(34) 
By the mean value theorem 
IDsck.nl d Ic,Im and l&U k,nl G h/m for all (x, n). 
Again by inequalities (31) and h*/&%,, _, > 48, the sum of the terms in the 
first brackets is negative if we choose 1~1 > max( (la, I nr + 1)/e, I c, 1, ), 
where we have assumed M 3 1. Similarly the sum of the terms in the second 
brackets is negative if 1~1 b max( (al m + 1)/e, ICI , ). Finally, substituting for 
bi,, = (1 + ph)bk,, and dk,l /dk ~ ,, I = (1 + ah)2 in the expression for uk, we 
obtain 
y =(l+$Wf4 h 
k h C h 2a + 
(1 +cch)2b 
(2+ah) k.2 -bkp,,2 dkpL.1. (35) 1 1 
We see that yk > 0 if tx > i( Ibl o. /$). To summarize, we choose cx B 1 and 
p<O such that a>(3 Ibl, +2 Ic\~)/~,/% and (~1 >max{((a,(, +1)/e, 
(blc, +1)/R Icxlcoo, ICKY}. Next we make h small enough so that 
inequalities (31) and h < 2 fi hold. We put o~,~ = 1 and pick E > 0 small 
enough. Then all the quantities Sk,n, tk,“, uk,nr j?k,nr and yk are positive. 
Case II. b2(x, y)//?(y), y2c2(x, y)/k(y) E C(Q), u(x, 0) > 0. Note that if 
-k(y) = o( I ~1’) near y = 0, 0 < y < 2, then the condition y2c2/k E C(O) is 
automatically satisfied. Condition %,/h = 1/2dm, q0 E [y,, y,,- 1 1, 
and b/J-k E C(B) imply that (A,/h)bk,, is uniformly bounded for any h 
and (k, n). Let b, be an upper bound, I(le,/h)bk,, / <b,. Likewise i,,/h = 
wJ=Fd and y2c2/ks C(Q) imply that there exists a constant c0 
such that I (ii/h)c, n I < c0 for any h and (k, n). 
(32) that sk,” is positive if c( > (36, + c,)/2; t,,, 
We see from expression 
is also positive if a satisfies 
the last inequality. 
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From the continuity of LI(X, y) and the fact that a(x, 0) > 0, it follows 
that a(x, y) Ba, > 0 in a strip of width so > 0 below the x-axis; ,u being 
negative, all terms in expression (33) for /IL,, are positive in that strip. 
Outside this strip -k(y) >, 8 > 0 and as in Case I, fl;,n is positive if 
lpj> 13 ja1,/248. Next by choosing IZD~,~ = 1 and E>O small enough we 
can make /Ik+ positive as well. 
We rewrite expression (34) 
-Q+I,n-, =d+, {(2+Bh)ii[D,a,.+qcz+ah)a,,,,,,] 
+(l+~h)D,c,“+(2+cth)a 
2+ph 
(1 +~h)c,+,,n +y 
h* 
p”k+I,n -p*r . 
n n-l 11 
In the strip of width so below the x-axis where a(x, y) >a, >O, 
a&+i,n-i >O if a/2> luX(cc + l/u, and (~1 >max()c,l,, 2 1~1~). Outside 
this strip k(y) 2 6 > 0 and as in Case I, LY&,~ is positive there as well if 1~1 > 
max(Ia,l, +1)/e, (la/, +1)/e, IcXlm, Iclcc}. As for Y&, we rewrite (35) as 
Yk =(‘+4)(2+ah) 
h 
k,2-bk-l,2 ‘h-1.1. 
It is easily seen that yk > 0 if c( > (3b, + c,)/2. To summarize, we choose 
era 1, ,u<O such that 
pxl, +1 
a0 > 
and 
IA >max 
[ 
lu,l, + 1 l4c + 1 
8 , e , Ic.xloc~2 ICI, . 1 
Next we make h small enough so that inequalities (31) hold, put o~,~ = 1, 
and choose E > 0 small enough. Then all the quantities Sk,,,, t&,n, ak.n> a k,n> 
and yk are positive. 
Case III. b2/k, y2c2/k, u/k, u,/k E C(Q), c(x, 0) < 0. The first two condi- 
tions are the same as in Case II. Thus if c( > (3b, + co)/2 then s&,~ and t,,, 
are positive. From Proposition 1 and condition u/k E C(Q) it follows that 
a,,,/( - h*/4i,il, _ 1) is uniformly bounded for any h and (k, n). By virtue of 
inequalities (31) /?k,, is positive (see (33)) if 1~1 >&A,. Then if we choose 
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k n = IQ~,~I or wk,n = 
;;-, - d 
-k( -y,) and make E > 0 small enough, pk,n = 
&Ok,n k,n- 1 is positive as well. Since c(x, 0) <O, by continuity 
~(4, y) ,< -do < 0 in a strip of width, say, 15~ below the x-axis. Rewriting 
(34) we get 
+ (2 + ah) @P 
2+ph 
(2 + ah)a Dx4.n 
+(2+Phh+,,, -4P$ 
n n-l II 
Within the strip the expression inside the first brackets is negative if 
a> Ic,lm/% From the condition a,/kE C(D) and Proposition 1 it 
follows that D,ak,,/(h2/4&,;1,- i) is uniformly bounded, i.e., jDxuk,n 1 < 
B, h2/4A,&, - 1. The expression inside the second brackets is positive if 
1~1 > (2A, + B,)/4. Then, multiplied by p < 0, it becomes negative also. 
Outside the strip we have -k(y)>@‘>0 and as in CaseI, ~(~+i,~-i is 
positive if 1~1 >max{(Ja,), + 1)/e’, (]a/, +1)/e’, IcJ~, 1~1~). Last, in 
Case II, condition CI > (3b, + co)/2 guarantees the positivity of yk. To 
summarize we choose CI > max((36, + c,)/2, Ic, I m/2do) and IpL( > 
max{(2& +B,)/4, 9&/16, (/GL +1)/O’, (14, + lW’, Ic,I,, ICI,>. 
We choose h such that crh < 1 and Iphl < $, cok,n = (ak,?I or mk,n = 
-k( - y,), and make E>O small enough. Then all the quantities s~,~, tk,n, 
Clk,n, B k,n, and yk are positive. 
Case IV. h2/k, y2c2/k, u/k E C(B), a,(~, 0) > 0, c(x, 0) < 0. The present 
set of conditions is similar to that of Case III except that u,/ke C(B) has 
been replaced by a,(~, 0). The change relates only to c(~,~. As argued 
before, there is a strip of width, say, Sk below the x-axis such that 
u,(s, y) > P, > 0 and c(x, y) < -q. < 0. It can be easily seen from expres- 
sion (34) for tlk+i+i that by choosing 1~1 large enough, the sum of the 
terms in both brackets is negative. Outside the strip, k(y) is bounded away 
from zero and the rest of the argument follows as before. 
By similar arguments one can show that in the following two cases, if CI 
and 1~1 are chosen large enough, then s~,~, tk,n, etc., are all positive. 
Case V. b2/k, uJk, a, Jk, cjk, c,/k E C(Q). 
Case VI. b2/k, a/k, a, jk, c/k, c,/k E C(a), c,(x, 0) < 0. 
Let {sk,n>, bk,n)? hk,n >, (bk+>, (wk,n)t and {Ek,n) be given positive 
discrete functions on 8. For discrete functions {uk+) and {u~,~} on s;! we 
define the following norms: 
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Inequality (29) can be stated in terms of these norms as 
II Ukpl IIX(s,t,a,/J) d co Lloyd,,, l/2,wr (36) 
where co is a constant independent of {v,,,}. Using (11) and (12) we 
rewrite the last inequality in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let {u,,,} E A. Then under any set of conditions specified in 
Cases I through VI, 
Il%l II~k,t,a,p~ 6 c llL%I /I2,W> 
where c is a constant independent of { u~,~}. 
The uniqueness of a solution to the Discrete Darboux Problem is an 
immediate consequence of a priori estimate (36). Existence follows from 
uniqueness since the problem consists of a set of linear equations with the 
number of unknowns equal to the number of equations. Stability of the 
difference operator Lh stated by a priori estimate (36) plus its consistency 
with the operator L as stated in Theorem 1 imply convergence of the 
discrete solution to the solution of the Darboux Problem if the latter exists 
and is smooth enough. This result is established in the theorem below. 
THEOREM 3. rf u= u(x, y)~ C3(Q) n C’(a) is the solution to the 
Darboux Problem where the coefficients of L satisfy any set of conditions 
specified in Cases I through VI and {uihL} is the solution to the Discrete 
Darboux Problem, then 
IIUk,n (h) - Uk 11 (E), .n z,(&r,a.m -+ 0 as h-+0, 
where u~,~ = 4x,,,,,> Y,k,,). 
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Proof Since uifi - u,JmBvBC =0 we can apply Theorem 2 to get 
Since 
= LU(X(k,n)r Y(k,n)) = LUk,n 
we have 
by Theorem 1. Hence the right side of the last equality approaches zero as 
h+O. 
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